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Experiments in high-energy physics are directed toward die

covering the origin of the intense but short-range force that binda the 

nucleus together. The method most widely used in this study is to bom

bard the nucleus with particles having au!ficient energy to split it into its 

elementary parts. Many of the new particles created in these collisions 

are unstable and decay into other types of particles within a bUlionth ol a 

second or less. For an experiment to be meaningful, the physicist must 

be able to measure euch things as the energy, electric charge, and mass 

of the particles involved, as well as the forces existing between the 

particles. To d.ll~ese things requires highly epecialized detecting equip

ment. 

We may apeak .of p~rticle detectors aa belonging to two classes -

the counters and the visual detectors. The counters count the number of 

charged particles passing thro\lgh theb sensitive element, whereas the 

visual detectors give a picture of the tracks formed by the particles. The 

two typee of counters which are employed in bigh..-energy physics are the 

scintillation counter and the Cherenkov counter. Because the scintillation 

counter is the moat wid~ly used of the two, we wUl describe it in some 

detail. 

A scintillation counter consists of two basic parte: a material 

which emits a flash of light (scintillation) when a charged particle passes 

through it, and a device for observing this acintUlation (Fig. 1). Some 

of the more common scintUlators (phosphore) are anthracene, an organic 

• Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commiaaion. 
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eolid: argon, an inert $&,•; todium iodide, in it1 c~yetalline fo~m; and. 

vinyltoluene, a plastic. Plastic ;sci».tillatQt:-)l;j are becoming ~ore popular, 

aince they can be eaaU y formed into ring I or other complex 1hapea. 

Prior to the development of vacuum•tube circuits, the scintillation• 

were observed visually. Unfortunately, the human eye ia not aentitive 

enough nor the brain quick enough to catch all the faint flashes of light and 

to record the precise ti~e at which each occurred:·· ·Imagine trying to count 

the number of 1parka that fly off a grindstone and attempting to cloci.;: each 

one with a atopwatch. Yet nuclear particle• are infinitely more elu1ive 

than tparl<:a. Therefore, to observe the lcintUlations, we u1e a photo· 

multiplier tube. -~hen it eeea a flaeh it sends an electric signal to an 

electronic device which .counta the event. Perh&pf •tt. .Uluetration wUl mal-.e 

tbie clearer. 

A simple experiment using scintillation counter a is ahown in Fig. Z., 

where it ie desired to count the number of particles o£ a given vel~city v 
. . 

traversing the two counters. U we know the distance d separating the 

counter a, the time of fiight t of th~'particle is simply t = d/v.' ':to·r instance, 

if the c:ountera are placed 10 meter• apart, and if we want to count the 

number of particles having a velocity equal to one-tenth the speed of light 

(3 x 10 7 metera/aec), the time of fiight ia 

10 
t = 3i'107 

t = 0.33 x 10 .. 6 eecond. 

What we muet do then ia set up the electronic apparatus eo that it 

will record only those particle• traversing the distance in this preciae time. 

To do thia we insert a time delay of 0.33 x 10 • 6 second in the electric line 

leading from counter S•l to the coincidence circuit. The signals reaching 

the coincidence circuit wUl be in exact time coincidence for only those 

particle a having the desired velocity. Whetlever the coincidence circuit 

receives two eimultan.e6u1 input signals it gives an output eignal to the 

scaler, which counts the event. Uaually, the scaler h aet to count only 

a given percentage of the input puleea, say 10~. 

A countina experiment utUlzing the principle illustrated above waa 

used in 1955 by Drs. Chamberlain, Segr6, Wiegand, and YipsUanti1, of 
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the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, to diacover the antiproton. In their 

experiment they set the time delay ao that only those particles traveling 

a distance of 40 feet in tb.e exact time of 51 billionths of a second would be 

recorc!ec!. Since none of the other negatively charged partic:les present 

could have that exact velocity, these aignals could be caused only by anti

proton•. 

The eclntUlatto.; counter ia very useful be~aule of ita eeneitivity, 

ite extremely short time resolution ( 10"'9 eec), and ita simplicity. But ita 

spatial resolution o! about 1 millimeter is so poor that it is worthless for 

meaeuring such thing as the angle between the tracka of two particles 

produced ln a collision or decay. To do thie, we 1-nuat uae one of the 

vil\lal detectors. Thie claaa of detectors includes the nuclear emulsion, 

the Wileon cloud chamber, the diffusion cloud chamber, and the bubble 

chamber. 

The aimpleat of vbual detectors is the nuclear emulsion. An 

emulaiou 1tack consists of. a number of layer• of special photographic 

film called "pellicle•." . Charged particles passing through the stack expo1e 

the film to that when it is developed we aee black tracks on a light back

ground. 

The n\lclear emultion has the beat spatial resolution of any particle 
• • 

detector - ... about 0.1 micron. This makes it invaluable lor studying 

particles hav.ing very abort half-Uvea, since they leave short track a. Aleo 

the nuclear emulsion hae the highest .. atoppf.ng power'' of the visual 

detectors, but thil ia a mixed 'bleaaing. The events are so numerous and 

the tracks so crooked that the effect of a magnetic field on particle curvature 

cannot be meaeured. 

A major drawback to the emulalon technique is that each pellicle haa 

to be painstakingly examined by a highly trained microscoplat, who care

fully measures coordinates pointe and grain 4enaity along the particle tracks. 

UntU recently, these data had to be manually entered into a log. Later a 

phyaiciat would uae this information to perform tedious and complex calcu

lations. The schedule of a ten-man research tean1 might have read some

thing lilr_e thh: one day to expose the emulsion atackt one year to measure 

* A micron ie a mUlionth of a meter. 
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the tracks and record the data; another year to per!orm the calculations 

and analyae tbe resulta~ In the enormity of their task they might have been 

likened to the Norse god Thor, who w&s challenged by Utgard .. loki to drain 

a hunting horn with three drafts. Unknown to Thor, the horn was connected 

to the sea, so that no tnatter how long or how bard he tried he was unable to 

empty it, though. each time he drank the oceans ebbed. 

A recent invention by a group of scientists and engineers under the 

leadership of Dr. Walter Barkas o£ the Lawrence Laboratory b.as improved 

this situation remarkably. With the digitized microscope which they 

developed, an operator needs only align the cross hairs of the microscope 

on the particle track and then pueh a button (see Fig. 3). The three coordi· 

nates of the point under the corsehatrs are automatically recorded on an 

IBM card. This process must be repeated !or each coordinate point taken, 

so it is still a time consuming task. Even so, the taking of data hae been 

speeded up by a factor of about eight over the earlier manual methods. The 

great advantage o! thie system is that once the data are on IEM cards, a 

digital computer can quickly and reliably perform the involved calculations. 

The Wilson cloud chamber does not possess *he limitations of the 

nuclear emulsion, but it has otbere of its own. A cloud chamber consists 

of a vessel containing moiet air or gas in a supersaturated condition. A 

charged particle pa.eeing through tt;e chamber leaves a visible trail of 

Uqtdd droplets which can be reaclily photographed. Placing the chamber 
• 4 ' • ~ 

in a. magnetic field cauaee the charged particles to curve in filght. The 

direction of curvature tells us whether the particle carries a poeitive or 

negative charge; the amount of curvature depends on the magnitude of the 

charge and on the momentum of th~ particle. Accurate calculations of the 

energy absorbed or released in a reaction can be made based on the 

momentum m ea.suremente. 

Unfortunately, the cloud chamber has several inherent disa.dva.ntagea. 

A beam pulse is available !rom a particle accelerator like the Bevatron 

every 6 aeconda, but a cloud chamber has a dead time of a minute or two. 

Also, only a small percentage of the photographs contain intere~tlng eventa. 

This is because the gae in a cloud chamber is not very dense, and 

relatively few bombarding particles strike a target nucleus. For these 
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reasone, a c:l~ud c~m~er is inefl~cient in u.tUizing the. avaUable beam, 

wbieh ie produced at considerable expenae. 

In an attempt to overcome these difficulties, the diffusion cloud 

chamber wae developed, in which th.e gas is put under a pressure of 30 to 

40 atmospheres to increase it& density. This device ia continuously 

1enaitive but only in a v.•!Y shallow area. The many,,r:,cuLc.tions that occur 

either above or below this region are invisible. 

A device embodying most of the merite of the visual detector• 

mentionecJ eo far without retaining their principal disadvantage• is the 

bubble chamber, invented in 1952 by Dr. Donald Olaser of the University 

of Michigan. .Instead of a gae, a bubble chamber ueea a liquid ae ita 

senattive medium. Becauae of lts much greater deneity • a liquid can be 

operated at relatively low preaaurea and etUl have very good atopping 

power for the incoming·partielea. Yet the stopping power is not ao great 

that confusing tracks are produced, aa is aometimee the ca11e with the 

nuclear emuleion. 

Another advantage of the bubble cbarpber ia that it ia sensitive 

throughout ita entire volume, which may be quite large. • Moreover, its 

dead time is very brief .. - a photograph can be taken every few seconds. 

lt haa a time re•olution of several microseconds, not -quick enough for 

determining particle velocity, but adequate for distinguishing separate 

events. And finally, if liquid bydro8en ia used then we have an ideal target, 

eince there ia no ambiguity as to what the struck nucleus is. 

It waa with a liquid hydrogen bubble chamber· that a group of 

phyeiciata, headed by Dr. Lui• Alvare~ of the Lawrence Laboratory, 

recently diecoverec! the laat of the elementary particles of ordinary matter 

which have been predicted to date. Thie ie the xi zero, or neutral cascade 

hyperon .... a particle about ~50fc heavier than a proton. Because the xi zero 

carrie a no electric: charge, it leaves no track in a bubble ehamber. Its 

exietence muat be inferred from the tracks leading up to the point where it 

waa created and tho•e following ita decay. 

A bubble chamber containing 520 litera of liquid hydrogen was eucceae
fully operated in March at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (eee Fig. 4). 
Several ather large bubble chambers are now under construction at other 
reaeac:h center• throughout the world. 
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A stereoscopic camera is used when taking bubble chamber photo• 

ataphs, in order te> obtain a three-dimensional effect (eee ·Fig. 5). If tbia 

were not done, the path of the partid~ in real space could not be recon

structed mathematically ~ncl no usable information would be obtained. 

·Therefore, it is necesaary to measure the two-dimensional coordin•tes of 

point• along the tracka. i.n each stereo view. This is,.a .. vety tedious job when 

clone with a conventional measuring microscope. 

To fac:Uitate the taking of data, a device called "Franckenstein!' has 

been developed (Fig. 6). Franckeustein waa des~gned and built at Lawrence 

Laboratory by a group headed by Jack V. Franck. Thia machine projects the 

film onto a screen, where, with a minimum of manual control, the coordi· 

nates of tl'acks in each stereo view are automatically measured and punched 

iato IBM ca.rde for later analysis with a digital computer. The fa.sctnating 

feature of Fra.nckenstein ia that the operator need only align the opt~cal 

index with the track in. an approximate fashion, and the machine will lock 

on the track.: The~operato'l· then usee a "foot pedal" ·to drive along the track, 

periodically pushing a button to record coordinate information. 

This 8eemingly impossible feat ie made possible by a scanning unit 

con•iating of a photomultiplier tube and electronic time dieeriminator, 

which feed correction information back to the servomotors that drive the 

fUm carriage. Thia process is analogous to the operation of an automatic 

pilot which keeps an airliner flying on the beam. 

With Franckenstein, all the necessary data from a pair of stereophoto• 

graphs can be measured and recorded on IBM cards in from 5 to 10 minutea. 

on the average. With the earlier methods more than an hour was req\i&'ed 

for these steps. and then the information was often inaccurate owing to ·human 

errore. Francltetu.ttein can measure a coordinate point of a particle track 

to an accuracy of 1 ten.thoueandth of an inch (on the tUm), and it makes no 

mi•ta.ke. 

Equipped with a "drinking device" as marvelous as this, the god Thor 

might even have eucceeded in draining the oceans, and thue have won hie 

wa:g-er•.with the eapridoua giant. Utgard-lokL 
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LEGENDS 

-.Fig. 1 One type of acintUlation counter. A parti-cle passing through. the 

phosphor causes a flaah, which is reflected by the foil onto the 

photocathode. Electrone are emitted which in turu atrike 

auec:essive atages of photocathode•, so that a.o. amplified electrical 

signal ia produced at the output. 

Fig. Z A aimple elq)erime'l'lt with scintillation counters (S-1 and S-Z). 

Fig. 3 Semi-autoJnatic microscope ueed in scanning nuclear emulsion•_. 

Ita inventors are Conrad Mason (lett), Dr. Walter Barkaa (center), 

Thomas Tauaaig (riaht), and Jamea Hoctgea (not abown). 

Fig. 4 Model of the 7Z·inch liquid hydrogen bubble chamber recently 

completed-at· tiM Lawrence Radiation La~ratory. 

Fig. 5 Stereophotogl'apha taken with a liquid hydrogen bubble chamber, 

ahowing an interaction between a K- meaon and a proton. The 

colliaion reaulta in- a lambda hyperon c;l, which decaya into a 

,_ .. meeon and a proton. Since the lambda hyperon carries no 

charge. it leaves no track. The apil"al tracks to the right and 

left are those of electrons. 

Fig. 6 The Franc:kenatoin film -meaeuriug projector. Ita inventor a are 

Ja.ck V. Franck;_ Jerome lluesell. Edson Skiff, and Dr. Hugh 

Bradner. 
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